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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

DAVID ALLEN is in the Writers' Workshop and teaches undergraduate fiction writing. "High Windows" is the first chapter of his novel.

KATHLEEN DAVIDSON is working on a Ph.D. in American Studies.

FRED AYEROFF, a moderately attractive graduate of Yale, has been published previously in The Journal of Personality and Social Psychology.

IRENE WANNER is in the Writers' Workshop and is assistant fiction editor of the Iowa Review.

JOANNE JACOBSON is a Ph.D. student in American Studies.

STEVE HARLOW was a student in the English department.

JOY HARJO teaches in core literature and is in the Writers' Workshop. She is the author of a chapbook of poems, The Last Song, and has been published in several anthologies and small magazines.

CURTIS WHITE is a Ph.D. student in English, teaches rhetoric, and is working on a creative dissertation.

JENNY SPENCER is a Ph.D. student in English and teaches core literature.

CHERYL DOERING (cover and back designs) recently received an M.F.A. in painting at Iowa. She has had showings in Santa Cruz and Iowa City and has had her drawings published in Mirrors.